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Abstract

Concept-based learning approaches for image classifi-
cation, such as Concept Bottleneck Models, aim to enable
interpretation and increase robustness by directly learning
high-level concepts which are used for predicting the main
class. They achieve competitive test accuracies compared to
standard end-to-end models. However, with multiple con-
cepts per image and binary concept annotations (without
concept localization), it is not evident if the output of the
concept model is truly based on the predicted concepts or
other features in the image. Additionally, high correlations
between concepts would allow the model to predict a con-
cept with high test accuracy by simply using a correlated
concept as a proxy. In this paper, we analyze these corre-
lations between concepts in the CUB and GTSRB datasets
and propose methods beyond test accuracy for evaluating
their effects on the performance of a concept-based model
trained on this data. To this end, we also perform a more
detailed analysis on the effects of concept correlation using
synthetically generated datasets of 3D shapes. We see that
high concept correlation increases the risk of a model’s in-
ability to distinguish these concepts. Yet simple techniques,
like loss weighting, show promising initial results for miti-
gating this issue.

1. Introduction
Using high-level concepts for explaining predictions of

deep neural networks (DNNs) has gained increasing atten-
tion in recent years. While post-hoc methods like Testing
with Concept Activation Vectors (TCAV) [9] try to explain
a model’s prediction without modifying the model or the
training process, there have been recent efforts in building
inherently interpretable concept models (e.g. [10, 12, 13,
3]). These methods try to enforce an interpretable interme-
diate layer, the so-called concept bottleneck, which outputs
predefined concepts. The concept predictions are learned
based on image-level concept annotations.

Besides interpretation, such inherent concept models
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Figure 1: Output of a concept model trained on CUB for
images where the bill or the whole head of the bird is re-
moved.

also enable intervention during test-time by correcting po-
tentially incorrect concept predictions. These corrections
could additionally improve the accuracy on the main classi-
fication task. Concept models could also be helpful for eval-
uating if a certain class prediction seems plausible or should
not be trusted. Such test-time intervention and plausibility
checks are particularly useful in safety-critical domains like
medical imaging or autonomous driving.

Concept Bottleneck Models (CBMs) [10], as an example
for inherently interpretable concept models, have achieved
accuracies which are competitive with standard end-to-end
models for image classification tasks. However, it is rather
difficult to provide evidence that the concept predictions
truly represent these concepts in the image. Each image is
annotated with multiple concepts but without information
on where in the image they are located. Therefore, it is the-
oretically possible for a model to leverage correlations in
the dataset to predict certain concepts with high test accu-
racy without having actually learned what the concept looks
like.
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Figure 1 shows an example of this issue. Concepts de-
scribing the bill of a bird are still predicted with high confi-
dence for an image where the bill is removed. For two con-
cepts that is even true for an image where the whole head
of the bird is not visible. This example shows that concept
predictions may not be based on the concept in the image
and for some not even based on features close to where the
concept is located. This is particularly problematic for ap-
plications with ethical or safety-related implications, which
typically rely on interpretable models.

In this paper, we therefore make the following contribu-
tions:

• We propose methods beyond test accuracy for evalu-
ating concept-based models, in particular CBMs, with
regard to whether a concept has truly been learned by
the model, and show that only reporting the test accu-
racy for a concept model is usually not sufficient.

• We analyze concept correlations in two real-world
datasets (CUB and GTSRB) and investigate their po-
tential effects on concept-based models via syntheti-
cally generated datasets of 3D shapes. We find that
high concept correlation may lead to the model learn-
ing only one of the concepts and using this to predict
the other.

• Additionally, we present simple mitigation techniques.
In particular, we train one model for each concept and
weight the loss of images where only one of the con-
cepts is present. This yields promising initial results.

2. Related Work

While the construction of concept-based models has re-
ceived significant attention, little work has, to our knowl-
edge, focused on whether the dataset used in the study
actually permits concept learning, nor which impact the
dataset’s properties have on the learning process. In this
section, we first give a brief overview on concept-based
models, before outlining what has been done so far to high-
light these pitfalls.

Research incorporating human-understandable concepts
into black-box image recognition models boils down to two
categories:

The first one consists of post-hoc concept models, where
explanations for the network’s predictions are found post
training. These methods often make use of the latent space
of a trained CNN to find mappings to one or a combination
of predefined concepts [23, 5, 9, 24].

The second stream of research consists of inherent con-
cept models, which already include the desired concepts in
the learning phase, making these models interpretable by
design. Instead of relying on properties the latent space

may not have, inherent concept models focus on constrain-
ing the latter to account for a set of concepts, using a con-
cept whitening layer [3], a bottleneck of intermediate con-
cepts [10, 12, 13], or additional information such as image
descriptions [21].

The use of automatically found concepts without the
need for concept annotation has also been investigated in
post-hoc methods [6, 4] and inherent models [2, 16]. In
this work, we focus on methods which leverage image-level
data annotations since this is where concept correlations be-
come relevant. In particular, we focus on Concept Bottle-
neck Models (CBMs) [10].

Most criticism regarding inherent concept models relies
on the fact that concepts are actually used as a proxy to learn
the final label, and thus contain more information than the
mere concept. Margeloiu et al. [15] show that this is the
case for CBMs with jointly trained concept and task models.
Mahinpei et al. [14] extend the claim to all models using soft
concept representations, i.e., concepts that are represented
with intermediate nodes corresponding to the confidence in
the presence of the concept.

Using saliency maps, Margeloiu et al. [15] also show that
the learned concepts do not appear to correspond to any-
thing semantically meaningful.

We on the other hand take an upstream approach and an-
alyze whether the concepts can be learned correctly in the
first place, given a labeled dataset and the interplay of the
concept correlations, without taking into account any down-
stream task model.

3. Concept Bottleneck Models
We are interested in the basic principles of concept-based

models which rely on image-level annotations for learning
predefined concepts which in turn are used as input for the
main classification task. In our experiments we focus on
Concept Bottleneck Models (CBMs) [10] as an example
of this class of models. It follows a simple architecture
but its performance is competitive with standard end-to-end
models which makes it a suitable candidate for representing
concept-based models for image classification.

Instead of training a model end-to-end from input to out-
put class, CBMs allow by construction to first learn a set
of concepts which are then used to predict the output class.
To this end, two losses are defined, namely a task loss –
designed to learn the final class – and a concept loss – en-
forcing concept learning. The concept model is designed
as a single convolutional neural network (CNN) with multi-
label outputs, while the task model often is a small multi-
layer perceptron (MLP). These two models can be trained
independently, sequentially, or jointly. The three training
methods may differ in task error but achieve similar concept
errors. Since our focus for these experiments is on concept
learning, we only train the concept model, irrespective of
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Figure 2: Concept pairs with the top and bottom 5 correlation values.

the task. We can infer that a better concept model will lead
to a better task model since the concept model’s output is
the task model’s input. This is particularly true, when both
models are trained independently or sequentially.

The dataset needed to train such models is required to
have image-level concept annotations, with a binary label
(concept is present or not) for each defined concept and im-
age input. While this type of annotation is relatively easy
and cheap to obtain (as opposed to localized concept labels),
the binary annotations may permit spurious correlations be-
tween concepts.

4. Evaluation Methods

In this section we introduce the evaluation methods used
in the following experiments. These methods should help
to evaluate whether a model has truly learned a concept or
bases its prediction on other features in the image.

4.1. Concept Removal

A straight-forward approach to evaluating if a certain
concept has been learned correctly would be to remove this
concept from the image and observe if and how the pre-
diction changes (see Figure 1). For real-world datasets this
is usually only possible by editing images manually, which
makes it more suited for an initial qualitative analysis. Yet
in our experiments with synthetically generated datasets, we
also perform a quantitative analysis over the whole test set,
as the individual concepts can be easily removed in the im-
age generation process. The associated metric we report is
the concept removal accuracy which is defined as the num-
ber of samples for which the model’s prediction changes
from present to not present when the concept is removed
over the number of all true positive samples.

4.2. Pointing Game

The Pointing Game [22] evaluates saliency maps in a
quantitative manner. In addition to the saliency map, it re-
quires the ground truth mask of a given concept. A sample
is defined as a hit when the maximum point of the saliency

map lies within the ground truth mask, and as a miss oth-
erwise. The Pointing Game accuracy is then calculated as
the number of hits over the number of all samples. In our
experiments we use Guided Grad-CAM [17] to produce the
saliency maps. However, due to the known limitations of
saliency maps (e.g. [1]) the results of this evaluation method
should be treated with caution and used in combination with
other evaluation metrics.

4.3. Difference in Test Accuracy

In case ground truth concept masks are not available, we
can compare the test accuracy of each concept on two differ-
ent subsets of the test data. These subsets are specific to a
pair of concepts: One subset contains images where both
concepts are present or both are absent (dependent sam-
ples), while the other subset contains images where only
one of the concepts is present (independent samples). We
would expect these accuracies to be similar, as the predic-
tion for a concept should not be influenced by the presence
or absence of other concepts. The main drawback of this
evaluation method is that, given a high correlation between
two concepts, there might only be a few or no independent
samples at all. Nevertheless, even with few samples the dif-
ference in test accuracy between these two subsets could
serve as an indicator for whether a concept has been learned
based on the presence of that concept or based on another
concept.

5. Experimental Setup
The concept models are trained on two real-world

datasets, the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB) [20]
and the German Traffic Sign Recognition Benchmark
(GTSRB) dataset [18], and a number of synthetically gen-
erated datasets of 3D shapes. The CUB dataset comprises
11,788 images of 200 bird species with attribute anno-
tations. GTSRB contains 50,000 images of 43 different
classes of German traffic signs without concept-level an-
notations. Similarly to [11], we define 43 concepts for the
GTSRB dataset, which consist of colors, shapes, numbers,
and symbols, and assign them to the respective classes.
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Since we want to investigate the impact of concept cor-
relation, we also show the concept pairs with the highest
and lowest correlation coefficients for each dataset, CUB
and GTSRB, in Figure 2. The correlation is calculated as
the Pearson correlation coefficient of the concept labels in
the dataset. Not surprisingly, for CUB we see high corre-
lations between the same attributes of different parts which
are located close to each other (e.g. blue forehead & crown,
yellow underparts & belly). Similarly, attributes which are
contradicting, like a small and medium size of the bird, have
a strong negative correlation. In the GTSRB dataset we
have strong correlations between concepts which only be-
long to one specific traffic sign (e.g. the stop sign with an
octagonal shape and the word ‘stop’) or often appear to-
gether irrespective of the class (e.g. main color white and
border color red). Similar to CUB, we have high negative
correlations for contradicting concepts, as well as concepts
which rarely appear together, like main color blue and bor-
der color red. Please refer to the supplementary material for
a full overview of the correlation coefficients for CUB and
GTSRB.

In addition to real-world datasets, we also generate
datasets of 3D shapes using the CLEVR dataset genera-
tion [8]. We define 6 shapes as concepts (cube, sphere,
cylinder, cone, torus, icosphere) and vary their size, ma-
terial, and color randomly. For a full 3D shapes dataset we
generate 10,000 images, where each image contains 2 - 4
shapes.

For training on CUB, we closely follow the implementa-
tion of the original CBM paper, i.e., we use the same 112 bi-
nary bird attributes and fine-tune a pretrained Inception-v3
model [19]. For GTSRB and the 3D shapes datasets, we
use a ResNet-18 model [7] to learn the concepts. If not
stated otherwise, mean and standard deviation are reported
based on 5 models trained with different seeds for CUB
and GTSRB, and 3 models for 3D shapes due to the com-
putational cost associated with training on this variety of
datasets.

6. Concept-level Evaluation of Concept Models
Reporting the test accuracy is usually not enough for

evaluating concept models. We want to know whether each
output of the concept model is truly based on the predicted
concept or other concepts in the image. To this end, we ap-
ply methods from Section 4 to concept models trained on
CUB and GTSRB. As ground truth masks are not available
for the concepts in these datasets, we focus on the difference
in test accuracy and examples of concept removal.

We report the difference in test accuracy between a sub-
set of samples where both concepts are present/absent (de-
pendent samples) and a subset where just one of the con-
cepts is present (independent samples). In order to filter out
effects due to an imbalance in the data, we calculate the bal-
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Figure 3: Mean balanced accuracy on the dependent and
independent subsets of the test data for different correlation
values. Error bars show the 95% confidence intervals.

anced test accuracies. Figure 3 shows the results for CUB
and GTSRB for different values of correlation. Although
the sample sizes differ, for CUB we see a decrease of ac-
curacy for independent samples with higher correlation and
the inverse effect for high negative correlations. Therefore,
the difference in balanced test accuracy between these sub-
sets is the largest for concepts with a correlation close to 1
and close to -1.

Compared to CUB, there are fewer concepts in GTSRB
and they are less shared among the classes. As a result,
in many cases not enough dependent or independent sam-
ples are available for calculating an accuracy. In Figure 3b
we can only plot 18 out of the 903 possible concept pairs,
since these are the only pairs for which there are at least
one positive and one negative sample for each concept in
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the GTSRB dataset.
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Figure 4: Evaluation of the concept pair number 1 and
number 2 of GTSRB. Their correlation coefficient is 0.64.

each subset. However, even with these few samples and the
resulting large confidence intervals, the results hint to a sim-
ilar trend. The difference in balanced test accuracy seems
to be larger for correlation values close to 1.

Due to the small number of concept pairs available for
evaluation, we additionally perform a qualitative analysis
of one correlated concept pair. We pick the pair with the
highest correlation among those 18 available and show the
difference in balanced accuracy and qualitative results for
removing each concept (see Figure 4). Concept number 2
has a lower test accuracy on the independent samples,
while the accuracies for concept number 1 are quite simi-
lar. Though by removing each concept individually, we see
that number 1 does not seem relevant for either concept pre-
dictions, as they barely differ from the predictions for the
original image. Only the absence of number 2 changes the
predictions for both concepts. This seems to contradict the
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Figure 5: Test accuracy on an uncorrelated dataset for mod-
els trained on 3D shapes datasets with different values of
correlation and different proportions of the training data.

results of the test accuracy differences. One reason for this
might be more complex correlations and correlations with
other concepts or features which are not captured by the
pairwise concept correlations. In support of that, the large
variation of predictions for the image without number 2 also
indicates that there are models where none of the two con-
cepts seem to have an influence on the prediction. Rather
other correlated features might be relevant for predicting
these concepts.

7. Analyzing the Impact of Concept Correla-
tion

In this section we perform a more in-depth analysis of
concept correlation and its impact on concept model perfor-
mance. To this end, we create datasets of 3D shapes with
different degrees of correlation between concepts, which are
6 different shapes in this case. The reported correlation val-
ues might take seemingly arbitrary values but this is due
to non-deterministic elements in the dataset generation pro-
cess. Additionally, we generate a test set of uncorrelated
data which enables a simple evaluation of the model’s abil-
ity to distinguish all concepts. All datasets are designed to
be balanced in order to reduce the effects of other factors on
the results.

7.1. Varying the Degree of Concept Correlation

We first select a concept pair, namely torus and ico-
sphere, and generate datasets with different degrees of cor-
relation between the two concepts. All other concepts are
uncorrelated and the datasets are balanced. Figure 5 shows
the accuracies for both concepts on an uncorrelated test set
for correlations ranging from 0 to 1. The test accuracy for
the concept torus is not affected by an increasing correla-
tion, whereas the icosphere accuracy drops for correlations
of about 0.9 or higher. When we use less and less training
data, this threshold decreases further and smaller values of
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Concept pair
with correlation = 1 Cube Sphere Cylinder Cone Torus Icosphere

Cube & Sphere 66.1± 3.6 78.4± 3.6 97.6± 0.3 100.0± 0.0 100.0± 0.1 98.2± 0.3
Cube & Cylinder 70.5± 0.3 99.4± 0.1 74.4± 0.3 100.0± 0.0 99.9± 0.1 98.9± 0.4
Cube & Cone 45.1± 0.1 99.4± 0.3 80.7± 2.0 99.8± 0.1 100.0± 0.1 99.3± 0.5
Cube & Torus 44.0± 0.0 99.5± 0.2 77.2± 2.1 99.9± 0.1 100.0± 0.0 99.3± 0.2
Cube & Icosphere 66.2± 1.6 99.4± 0.5 98.3± 0.2 100.0± 0.1 99.9± 0.1 76.9± 1.6
Sphere & Cylinder 92.1± 2.2 71.7± 1.2 70.9± 1.2 99.9± 0.1 100.0± 0.1 98.3± 0.3
Sphere & Cone 99.7± 0.2 52.0± 1.7 99.6± 0.1 91.1± 1.7 99.9± 0.1 95.4± 2.0
Sphere & Torus 99.1± 0.3 43.3± 0.2 99.7± 0.2 100.0± 0.0 99.3± 0.2 84.8± 1.7
Sphere & Icosphere 98.9± 0.3 72.5± 0.6 99.6± 0.1 99.9± 0.1 99.9± 0.1 72.0± 0.6
Cylinder & Cone 74.2± 0.8 99.7± 0.3 44.5± 0.8 98.5± 0.8 99.9± 0.1 99.5± 0.4
Cylinder & Torus 74.6± 0.7 99.4± 0.4 46.9± 0.5 100.0± 0.0 99.3± 0.5 99.4± 0.2
Cylinder & Icosphere 95.6± 1.0 98.3± 0.7 70.3± 0.4 100.0± 0.1 100.0± 0.1 73.6± 0.4
Cone & Torus 99.2± 0.2 99.6± 0.2 99.7± 0.1 67.2± 2.0 77.5± 1.9 99.4± 0.4
Cone & Icosphere 99.6± 0.2 95.1± 1.2 100.0± 0.1 87.1± 4.6 100.0± 0.0 57.8± 4.6
Torus & Icosphere 99.3± 0.5 82.3± 2.9 99.7± 0.2 99.9± 0.1 99.5± 0.3 43.1± 0.3

Table 1: Concept accuracy (in %) on an uncorrelated test dataset for CBM concept models trained on different datasets. Each
row denotes a dataset with a correlation of 1 between the two concepts. Accuracies for the correlated concepts are highlighted
in gray. Accuracies of seemingly uncorrelated concepts which drop below 90% are marked in bold.
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Figure 6: Overview of evaluation metrics for a 3D shapes
dataset with a correlation of 0.89 between torus and ico-
sphere, trained on 50% of the training data.

correlation already lead to a lower accuracy for icosphere.
We see that high concept correlation can lead to a model
only learning one of the concepts properly. Furthermore,
the impact of correlation gets bigger the less training data
is available. By comparing the accuracies of both concepts
at a correlation value close to 0, it seems that the icosphere
is more difficult to learn than the torus and might require
more training samples. Therefore, when little training data
is available, the bigger impact of correlation is apparently
also due to the decreasing absolute number of independent
samples available to the model to learn the concept.

Taking a closer look at one of the models, we see that
only reporting the test accuracy is not enough to evaluate
concept models. Out of the models from the previous ex-

periment, we choose the one trained on 50% of the training
data with a correlation of 0.89 between torus and icosphere.
For this dataset the impact of correlation seems big enough
to be detected, but small enough to test the metrics. Fig-
ure 6 shows different evaluation metrics for a model trained
on this dataset. We know from the test accuracy on the un-
correlated dataset (see Figure 5) that with these settings the
model struggles to correctly classify the icosphere. This un-
correlated test dataset, however, is usually not available for
real-world datasets. We see that the usually reported accu-
racy on a standard test set with the same correlations as the
training data does not reveal the insufficiency in the con-
cept model. Yet, the metrics presented in Section 4, namely
concept removal accuracy, pointing game accuracy, and the
difference in accuracy between dependent and independent
samples, do indicate that the icosphere has not been learned
properly.

7.2. Evaluating All Concept Pairs

The example of torus and icosphere shows that with a
high correlation the model might focus on learning only one
of the concepts. This might raise the question, if that is true
for other concept pairs as well and if it is always the same
concept that the model focuses on. With the aim to answer
this, we create datasets for each possible combination of
concept pairs with a correlation of 1 and train concept mod-
els on these. In Table 1 we report the concept accuracy on
an uncorrelated test dataset for each of the combinations.
We see that, besides only one concept dropping in accuracy,
there are cases where both correlated concepts have a lower
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accuracy (see cube & sphere).
We also see a difference between concepts in how prone

they are to drops in accuracy. The concepts cone and torus
seem to be quite robust, in that they retain a high accuracy
even with high correlations. This might be due to the fact
that these shapes have very unique features and are therefore
easier to learn.

Interestingly, we also see effects on other concepts which
are not part of the correlation pair but seem to be related
to one of the correlated concepts. These side effects are
strong for cube and cylinder, where cylinder also drops in
accuracy when cube has not been learned properly and vice
versa. Similar but less severe effects can be observed for
sphere and icosphere. The reason for that might be a visual
similarity, which makes the model learn shared features for
both concepts in the uncorrelated case, but when no features
are learned for one of them due to a correlation, these are
missing for the other concept as well.

8. Mitigating the Effects of Concept Correla-
tion

Having analyzed the effects of concept correlation, we
now try to mitigate these and report initial results on the 3D
shapes dataset. We propose two simple methods, of which
one tries to contain the side effects on concepts which are
not part of the correlation and the other one aims to make
the model learn both concepts despite high correlations.

8.1. Training One Model for Each Concept

Since we assume that the shared feature extractor causes
the side effects on seemingly unrelated concepts, we con-
duct the same experiments as in Section 7.2 with the sole
difference of training one model for each concept as a bi-
nary classification task instead of training a single model
for predicting all concepts. The single concept models have
the same architecture as the shared concept model. We see
in Figure 7 that we get similar results for the correlated con-
cepts (apart from differences in which of the two concepts
has the higher accuracy) but less severe drops in accuracy
for uncorrelated concepts (see cube and cylinder), which
supports our assumption.

8.2. Weighting the Loss of Independent Samples

In order to tackle the issue of a model focusing on only
one concept of a concept pair with high correlation, we try
to balance the focus by putting more weight on the loss
of samples where only one of the concepts is present. We
want to isolate the effects of loss weighting in a controlled
setting by using 3D shapes datasets with only one corre-
lated concept pair. We train single concept models for each
concept and loss weight. Figure 8 shows the results for
two concepts on datasets with different degrees of corre-
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Figure 7: Difference in concept accuracy on an uncorrelated
test dataset between training CBMs and training a single
model for each concept. Each row denotes a dataset with a
correlation of 1 between the two concepts. A positive value
denotes a higher accuracy for individual models compared
to CBMs, and vice versa.
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Figure 8: Concept accuracy on an uncorrelated test dataset
over different loss weights for independent samples. Mod-
els are trained for each concept individually. Each training
dataset has a correlated concept pair with the correlation co-
efficient shown in brackets.

lation with another concept. By weighting the loss for in-
dependent samples we increase the accuracy for icosphere
from 93.4% to 97.0% and for cube from 91.9% to 95.2%
(both: weight = 12) for correlation values of 0.88 and
0.89, respectively. On a dataset with an even higher cor-
relation of 0.94, loss weighting improves the accuracy for
icosphere from 71.9% to 80.6% (weight = 14) and for cube
from 75.6% to 83.2% (weight = 18). Although we do not
achieve the same accuracies as models trained on a dataset
without correlations, we do see considerable improvement
by weighting the loss for independent samples.
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9. Discussion & Conclusion
In this work, we study concept correlations and their ef-

fects on concept-based models. We find that test accuracy
alone does not provide an adequate evaluation for concept
models. We need additional methods for judging whether
a concept has been learned correctly by the model. Our re-
sults suggest that the methods we propose are able to detect
when a concept is predicted based on other concepts or fea-
tures. Although these methods have limitations and require-
ments (e.g. concept masks for the pointing game accuracy),
each of them can at least give an indication on whether there
is an issue with learning this concept and when used to-
gether, these methods can provide a more meaningful eval-
uation.

Furthermore, we evaluate concept models trained on
CUB and GTSRB. We see that they struggle to learn some
concepts with high correlation. The difference between the
balanced test accuracy on dependent and independent sam-
ples is higher for correlations close to 1 and -1. Addition-
ally, we present examples where removing the concept from
an image does not affect the model’s output for that concept.

Using datasets of 3D shapes, for which we can control
the image generation process, we perform a deeper analy-
sis on the impact of concept correlation. We find that for at
least one concept of a pair the accuracy on uncorrelated test
data decreases with higher correlation and with less train-
ing data. With a correlation of 1, the concept model either
learns only one of the concepts or both of them but only
to an extent. Furthermore, we see side effects of concept
correlations on other seemingly unrelated concepts.

We show that by training one model per concept instead
of using a shared model we are able to contain these side
effects on other concepts. Additionally, we achieve sub-
stantial improvement of the concept model’s performance
on concepts which suffer from a high correlation with an-
other concept by putting more weight on the loss of samples
where only one of the concepts is present. We acknowledge
that training one model per concept is not particularly ef-
ficient and therefore limits its application in fields which
require real-time capability. However, in safety-critical ap-
plications like medical image analysis, an increase in com-
putational time is accepted if it leads to safer predictions
and better interpretability.

Since the issues presented in this paper would prevent
concept models from being applied in domains where they
would be most useful (e.g. medicine, autonomous driv-
ing), these issues have to be addressed. To this end, we
suggest the following directions for future work: Although
pairwise correlation probably covers the main effects, we
should additionally analyze more complex relations which
can be used by models to predict a concept based on this
relation and not on its presence in an image. Furthermore,
the mitigation techniques presented in this paper work well

for 3D shapes datasets with a single concept pair with high
correlation. Real-world datasets usually have more than one
highly correlated concept pair. More complex weighting or
upsampling methods, generating synthetic data with inde-
pendent concepts, or guiding a model to learn a concept by
providing localization information for a few samples could
be future directions for mitigating the effects of concept cor-
relation on models trained on real-world datasets.
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